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AN ALGEBRAlZATiON OF VECTOR BUNDLES 
ON COMPACT MANIFOLDS 
We consider compact real differentiable @-manifolds X, I G k G 00. ;md. show 
that each (real ot cmnplex’(~vector bundle of finite rank on X has an (aimost unique) 
Nash bundle structure, see Theorem 4.1 below. As a corollary we get a regular 
Noetherian ring A. with the proper dimension, and isomorphisms (Cor:,llary 4.2): 
This gives a natural explanation of the anahques between the two types of K-theory. 
The n:sthod of proof relies on the introduction of the Nash structure sheaf 
A(33 on ii. as defined by Nash [ 181 and Artin-Mazur [ I 1, and the ring A mentioned 
above is the ring of global set tions in A(x). In this con text the theorem on the vec- 
tor bundles is an antiloguc of Grauert's ofassification theorem for holomorphic fibre 
bundles over holamorphically complete complex spaces [ 121, when one only con- 
siders Nash vector bundles defined by their global sections, The necessity of this 
restriction follows ffrlm the result by Hubbard [ 141 that Cartan’s theorem B does 
not hold fc t d(J). 
We introduce the dgebrair: models of X (called algebraic representations i  f 11 
dnd ( 18) ), cf. Set tion I, but instead of keeping the classical affine coordinate rings. 
WC loc;llize in order to obtain the appropriate maximal spectrum. This idea has 
been used for related purposes in 181, [ ISI and f 161. Since the topological 
Grothendieck groups are finite%modules, we get the isomorphisms (*) with .4 re- 
placed by the (lo&red) coordinate ring of some algebraic model of X, see Prop 
o&ion 4.4 below. So, if X is given as an algebraic model, e.g. P. then one has the 
isomurphisms ( *) above, where A is now some essertf&& &zle ( flat, separable, ssen- 
tialiy of finite type) extension of the coordinate ring of X. This completes the result 
of Evans 181 1and generalizes the computations made by Claborn-Fossum [ 71 and 
Fossum [9] . 
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$j I. Notations and preliminaries on Nash structures 
The notations are mainly standard, as found in 12) , [ 3 ] and [ I 31. By a om~- 
pet manifold we mean in the sequel a real compact @-manifold, where 1 6 k G 0~. 
dl flqp are commutative and with f-clement, modules are unitary, and ringhomo- 
moqhisms take I into I. 1401 schemes are either of finite type over Specs: iR, or 
&fine and essentially of finite type (the tatter means that the coordinate ring is a 
locaJization of an R-algebra of (mite type). 
For a ringed space (T, 8). the ring of sections in 8 over an open set L/ of T is 
denoted by I”(U, 8). If T is a reai analytic manifold, the sheaf of real analytic 
functions on 7’ is denoted by C.$-. 
A Nash manifold is a ringed space, loyally isomovhic to (42, I&,), where U is 
an open connected subset of some euclidean space R” ? and A,, is the following 
subsheaf of the sheaf of real analytic functions on U: On each connected subset 
V of LJ, I‘( V, Au) consists of the functions which are algehraicafly dependent on 
the restriction of the coordinate functions to V. 
Nash’s principal result [ 181 states that every real connected compact @-mani- 
fold X admits an embeddingX C,#P such that the image is a connected portion 
of the real points on a closed, integral (that is irreducible and reduced) subvariety 
Iv of affine real m-spaceA”( where the algebraic dimension of P’ equals the real 
dimension of X. and for which every point of the image )I’ ofX is sntooth (simple) 
on t’. The pair i V, )3 is not uniquely determined by X; but the induced Nash strut= 
ture on Y, (Y, Ay ), is unique up to a non-canonical isomorphism; see 111 and [ 181 
for this and other details a&out Nash manifolds. We denote the coordinate ring of 
Y by R’, and define S C R’ to be the set of all elements that vanish nowhere on Y. 
It is easy to check that S is multiplicatively ciosed in R’, and that t.he ring of quo- 
tients S- g R’ is a regular noetherian domain with globat dimension dim&X. and 
without Jacobson radicat. Moreover, there is a continuous bijection Y -* Max(S- tR’), 
where the maximal spectrum is endowed with the Zariski topology, and Y has the 
usual real topology. 
Ikfmition i -1. The ring S- *N’ introduced above is called the crw,r&clrfe rirt,g of Y. 
We denote it by R(Y), and say that Y is an algebraic model sf X with coordinate 
f Gig R ( ?J. 
We 2otiee that atthough the inclusion A(X) C t?(X&) is not unique, Nash has 
proved that any two such inclusions are conjugate ivith respe!t‘t o sp)me &so- 
morphism of X. 
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When X is not connected, we carry out the above constructions eparately for 
each connected component of X, and then define algebraic modeis by taking direct 
sums. 
Remark I. 1. It follaws from Nash3 arguments, see f 11, that if X is a compact rnani- 
fuld with Nash structure (X, Ax), and if ( Y, A,) is a closed Nash &manifold of 
~)rneP, then the set of Nash mclrphisms from (X, Ax) to ( Y, A r) is dense in the 
space 19f C‘j-morphisms, @(X, Y), far each 0 Gj G k. [Here C’j(X, u) is given the 
usual t~pdo~ of uniform convergence of functions and ail their derivatives up to 
order /.) See also Remark 3.1- 
In the lemma below we shall introduce the following abuse of notation: when 
p: Spec R + Spec R’ is a nlorphism of affine themes, and S C R is a muitiplicatively 
ctrlsed subset. we catt the composition 
the restricrion ufp to Spcc(S - 1 R ). even though Spec(S t R ) need not be a sub- 
scheme of Spew R. 
Raof. We may assume that Y is connected. Then the idea is to plobattie the 
canonical representation by ArtinMazur [ I, pp. 8X--89] of an algcbrrcic function 
on an open subset sf BV. Put I’ = Spec K( Y), and denote the Zariski c!osure of 
thegraph I‘I_off: Y-+inC/XAl by W,. The t argest (au toma tically open) sub- 
scheme of W, on which the first projection l(rl : V X Ai + I;’ is etafe will be called 
b’, and the restriction of pt to W will be called p, Hy g we denote the restriction 
of the second proje&)n {is : 1’ x AI -41 to I. We want to determine aunique, 
continuous lifting Y’ of Y to W(R) with which (IV, p, g, Y’) satisfy the assertions 
of the lemma. 
Let U C Y be an apen non-empty connected subset (in the real topology) with 
the property that the restrictionfi U is given by an dtale morphism Q: V’ -+ V, a 
morphism h: cc’ ’ -*A lt and a cantinuous lifting 9: U -+ V’OiX) satisfying $1 U = h ‘.QJ. 
We may assume that V” is Conner: ted, and since R( 3’7 is normal [S, Chapter 5, 5 1, 
no. 5, Carollaryr 3 of Proposition 16j. V’ is integral by [ 13, no. 32 Proposition 
11.5,7] or [ 19, Proposition 2, p. 75). The graph rf is a connected analytic sub 
manifold of [ V X.At ) IR) = Y X Iit, and the graph off I U, I), [!, is an open sub 
Set sf I’p Thus, a polynomial vanishes on l-‘f if and only if it vanishes on I’f, U. 
This proves that the two graphs have the same Zariski closure in V XA1 . Moreover, 
we claim that this equals the Zariski closure 2 of the graph rf t h tcli) , for since 
V’ is irreducible, rf f Iln (aI is an ineducibie subset of V X A’, and we have 
n = dim Y’ 3 dim Z, where n = dim V. As Z 3, W, , and dim W, 3 N by f 1, p. 891, 
we have Z = W, q so W, is integral, and c2.m W, = 11. 
So, the morph&m (at. k): V’ + V X A1 factors through I+\, We shall show that 
p1 1 W, is &ale at tveqf point of the image of V’, which means that (a, It9 factors 
through W- Let vp E V’, wI = (9, h) (~‘1 and u = p1 (w 1 ). Denote the corresponding 
local rings by o,,’ , o,,, 1 and 0,. We have local homomorphistns 
such that the composition induces an isomorphism on the completions 113, no, 32, 
Proposition 17.6.3) ; in1 particular ci,, --*Ok,* surjective. Since <i,- and 3,, are inte- 
gral domains and dim ZP~,~ = dim li,,t = n, this implies that 6u’I -+ (i,a is a bijection. 
Hence the mapping 6, + 8,l is bijective, which proves that p1 is &ale at \c’~, by 
[ 13, no. 32, Proposition 17.631. 
The lifting Q defines a liftingq’ : W + W(R) such that g ti 9’ = f / 0, and 9’ is 
clearly unique with this property. 
Since every point y E Y has a neighborhood like 0, this proves that there is a 
unique global continuous iifting 9’ : Y --) l+-‘(R) for which f= g ~3 Q’. We denote the 
image of Y in wm) by Y’, and it is clear that ( W, pw g, Y’) satisfy the assertions 
of the lemma. This completes the proof. 
hf. This foitows from the fact mat Spec R( Y’) + Spec R( Y) is essentially 
itale at y’ with trivial residue field extension. and that y’ is the only point over y* 
Remark. i 2. Let (Rings) denote the category of commutative rings. For a given 
algebraic model X of a compact manifold, we define the category AR:X) of alge- 
lmic rings on X as follows: The objects OUR(X) arc the subrings R( Y’) of A(X), 
where Y is an algebraic model of X for which there is an essentially Me inclusion 
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R(X) C R(Y) inducing a Nash isomorphism between Y and X. The morphisms of 
AR(X) are essentially &ale inclusions that induce Nash isomorphisms between the 
maximal spectra (in the real topology). 
AR(Y) is a filtering category (it has amalgamated sums), and if I denotes the in- 
clusion functor AR(X) C+ (Rings) we get A(X) = I& (r). Another choice X’ of X 
yields a category AR(X’) such that the intersection with AR(X) is cofinal in both 
categories. 
The opposite category to AR(X) is called the category of algebraic models over 
X, and we denote it by AM(X). It is a Pro-object in the category of affine schemes 
of essentially finite type over% and either this, or it’s actual imit, Spec A(x), 
seems to be the correct algebraic object to associate with the original compact 
manifold. (To make it canonical. one could enlarge AR(X) by admitting R( Y) as 
obje& for all algebraic models Y of the manifold, and defining the morphisms as 
above. These abstract definitions are mainly introduced in order to simplify some 
arguments later on.) 
Coruky 1.3. (Nototimts of Lemma I. I. ) lf fi , . . . , fr E A( v). thm there exists 
II mwphism p: Spec R( Y’) + Spcc R( Y) in AICf( Y’)$ md elements gl , . . . , gr E R( Y ‘) 
such that& =g,‘-qd. i= I,. . . ,r. 
Roof. Choose a canonical representation ( Yim $ of each /;:, and ret Y’ be the fibrcd 
product of the Yi’s ovw Y (thus R( Y ‘I= R( Y, ) QD, ( y b . . . QPH ( yI R( Y,)). Then 
there are 8, f R( Y’) corresponding tog;, i = I, . . . , r that verify the assertions of 
the corollary. 
8 2. The ring of global algebraic functions 
lemma 2.1. Let 
Roof. See [ 13, no. 32, $$I&5 --18.6] or [ 191 for the notion of henselization. As- 
sertion (ii) follows from (i), since a local ring is Noetherian if and only if its henseli- 
zation is so [ 19, Theorem 3, p. 941. 
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Let B” lx a henselization of B, and let + : A -+ 2 and $ : B -* B” denote the canv 
tical morphisms. We have 9 = f o i by hypothesis; and by_the_cunivcrsal property of 
henselization there is a unique local homomorphism i”: A -+ R which makes the 
following diagram crommutativc: 
Here we have inferted the mappingf, which remains to be justified. Assume for 
a moment that this has been done. Then, by definition of 6, there exists a unique 
homomorphism i : s”+ 2 satisfying j 0 $ = f: We have 
sj jcs tT = id.2 ; we have furthermore 
~0 7~: j = jdg , This proves that r and i are inverses to each other, from which (i) 
follows. 
Let us now studly the presence off. By hypothesis, f 0 i = (9. To prove that 
i “f= ?t, we observe that the identity holds when we compose eaoh side with i. 
Thus, it suffices to erove that A is dense in R endowed with the ntg-adic topology. 
Since A is dense in i with the tnz-adic topology, we must therefore show 
(+) 11$ = Bnin ,$ ) for at1 integers q 2 t . 
For this, we use induction on 4. For 4 = I one has trtB C B n VI;, so equality 
since i $1112 . Now, assumcq > I. The following diagram is commutative: 
ftt 
Q 
A 
__________Is ,,I; -_.-. I” _ - .-_.._ -._ __ _ ._ ___ __ --+( iq )Q 
t 
I 
I 
i I I 
holds, 
By hypothesis k = &-. so f” 1 J i’ is a bijcction. Hence to prove that f’ is bijective, 
it suffices to show that i’ is surjective. The mapping k is clearly surjective, and the 
surjectivity ofg follows from the natural bijcctions 
where K is the common residue field of the local rings. When we assume that (*) 
holds with q - I, this clearly implies that it holds with q. 
Remark 2.t. We remark that the analogous lemma holds when hen&ization is re- 
placed by completion with respect o the 111 -adic topologies, in case the ring A is 
a.ssumed Noetherian. This is readily seen from the proof above. 
Reposition 2.2. Let X be u compact nw~ifcA.i, and denote the ring of*algebr;lic 
fimetions A(X) cm X bv A. 77tm A is 4 qplar &ether&n riplg, and dim A = 
dim Max(A ) = din@ i 
Roof. We may assume that X is a connected algebraic model. The maximal ideals 
of .4 coincide with the ideals m = m, =( f E A 1 f(x) = 0) , where x E X. This is 
proved in the same way as the analogous tatement for R(X). We denote the local 
rmg of the sheaf A, at the point x by AA, and I; denotes the localization of K(X) 
;rt the maximal ideal corresponding to X. Then the extensions rX C A m C A, 
satisfy the conditions in Lemtna 2.1. The only non-trivial fact to verify is the state- 
ment concerning the maximal ideal of A IR , and this is taken care of by Corollary 
1.2. 
Thus A, is 3 Noethcrian ring, and it follows from the general properties of the 
hensetization that A, is a regular local ring of dimension  = di- X. From this, 
and the properties of the category AR(X) defined in Remark I .2 one easily deduces 
that Max(A) is a Noetherian space of dimension . In order to prove that A is ac- 
tually Noetherism, we use Frisch’s result [ 10, Theorem (131 that the ring R of 
real analytic functions on X is Kietherian. Now we are done, since the extension 
A C 13 is faithfully flat. (We may apply Remark 2.1 to B, from which it follows 
that for all maximal ideals III of A and tu ’ of B, corresponding to the same point 
of X, the inclusion A, C: 13, a induces an isomorphism on the completions.) This 
completes the proof of the proposition. 
Remark 2.2. It follows that the ring A = A(X) has all the nice properties one could 
hope for of a Noetherian ring: A has finite global dimension equal to dink X, and 
it is integral if and only if X is connected. Moreover, A satisfies the saturated chain 
condition on prime ideals if and only if X is equidimensional. 
8 3. Some facts on homotopy and vector bundles 
bf. We may in anly case assume that Y is embedded as a closed C”-manifold of 
lfP. according to Whjtncy’s embedding theorem. The nwrn in IP will be denoted 
by I! 11 . We red that Y has an open ( tubular) nei&bwhood U in IV, such that 
every point in U has ,a unique nearest point on Y. and the projection mapping 
n:U-+YisC”, cf. j[4, p. IS I]. It is not difficult ta verify -- and this has been 
used iri [ 18] -- that in case Y is a closed Nash submanifald ofR’*, then n is a Nash 
morphism; see Lazzcri-Tognoii [221 for an explicit proof. 
Let fE C@(X. Y). Then the set f(X) is a compact subset of YF scd there exis1.s an 
E > 0 for which 
(YEW”IIfV-f(x)II<E forsome xEX) CU. . 
f-or aflY g E @CU. Y) with supXGX 51 gf~rr) -- ftx) 11 C E one has 
for al1 x E X, t E 10, f .I. Then the mapping H: X X [O, ? ] -+ Y defined by H(x, t) 
= n(l1 -t,fcx) + tg(x)) has a meaning and it detines 3 homotopy from f tog. This 
proves li). 
fn the proof of (ii) alnd (iii) we may assume that X is cannectcd, thus an algc- 
brak modei embedded in some euclidcan space EP, by Nash’s theorem [ 18). 
Since (i) has been established, we only need to prove that the @-morphisms are 
dense in @(X. Y); and that the same holds for Nash msrphisms when Y is a 
closed Mash submanifoid ofW . 
Let fE C”(X, Y) and let e > 0. By Tietze’s extension theorem&nay be ex- 
tended to a mapping7 15 CO(_Rm, R”). Next, by Weierstrass’ approximation 
9eorem there exists a polynomiai mappingg: ZP +$V such that supXGx If g(x)-- 
I= supxEdy iJg(x)-f(x) If < E. For E suftlciently small,g(x) C W; then 
h = n (:g 1 X is defined and is a @-morphism (resp. a Nash morphism), and 
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11 W-$0) II Q 11 W--g(x) II + II g(x)-f(x) II < 2 E 
on X. This proves (ii) and (iii). 
Remarlr 3.1. One may push the arguments in the above proof a little further to give 
a fuU proof of Remark 1.1. 
For a ringed space (X, 8) one may define &vector bundles on X in various equi- 
valent ways. in all cases they are equivalent to the locally free sheaves of &modules, 
and for every integer II > 0, the set of isomorphism classes of locally free sheaves of 
rank n is in a natural bijective correspondence with the non-abelian cohomology 
set H’ (Xl CL,, ( 8)). 
For any ring R we denote by P(R) the category of finitely generated projective 
R-modules. Set B = r (X, 8); every PE’P(B) determines a locally free sheaf of 
&modules in an obvious way. (At least in the good cases. e.g. X a scheme, or when 
8 is coherent.) We denote the subset of J&X, Gi!,,J 8,) that comes from projective 
B-modules of rank rt by ffi (X, GL,( 8) j. 
For X compact and 8 equal the sheaf of (real or cornFlex) continuous functions 
on X, Swan proved in [ 201 that P(B) is equivalent with the category of (real or 
complex) topologicai vector bundles on X. in particular he showed that 
Hi(X. GL,( 8)) = Ht (X, GL,( 8)) for all n. 
It follows from the set-up in [ 2) that Swan’s theorem holds when X is a com- 
pact &manifold and 8 is the sheaf of &functions on X, 0 < k G =. One also 
gets the corresponding theorem in the real analytic case as a consequence of
Grauert’s theorem on fibre bundles ( 12 1 and Cartan’s results in [6) . What is more 
important in this context, Grauert proved that the natural mapping 
H’(X, GL,&)) +H*(X, Gt,( C)) is a bijection for all n; here ox is the sheaf of 
real analytic functions, and C consists of the real continuous functions on X (or one 
may take the complex versions in both cases); see Tognoli [ 2 1 ] for a detailed proof 
of the bijwtion in the real case. 
In order to apply the above remarks to the sheaf of algebraic functions, we need 
!he following. 
Prpposition 3.2. The sheaf of algebraic ficnctions A = Ax on a Nash nuutifdd X 
is coherent. 
Roof. We do not assume that X is compact here. The main work has been done by 
others, in that we use the coherence of 0 = Ox. The proof is purely formai, once 
-we have noticed that for all x E X the extension of local rings Ax,x C c)x,x is a 
local, faithfuUy flirt extension of Noetherian rings; this follows since it induces a 
bijection on the completions. 
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Let &’ C X be an open subset, and let f : (A I W -+ A 1 U be an A 1 U-linear 
morphism. Setting K = KerCf), we must show that K is locally of finite type as an 
A f CI-module, The sheaf aff 0 1 U-mxides i_ = K @A 1 u 0 [ u is coherent (one 
checksthat L=Ke~~~,whiereR=fQDAIUi 01~~: (c)~~~-+(?fu). 
Let x E U, and set ox = A,,,, ox = OxSx. We may find elements ;(x), . . . , s&j 
t, = K, dlDaxax that generate f_, as an +-module, and it may be assumed that 
J;(X) = s&x) QD 1 9 for some so E K,, i = 1, . . . , r. Since K is a sheaf* and L is a 
coherent sheaf, there exists a neighborhood VA of x (contained in u)* such that 
gxj lifts to a section s,- E r ( Vx. K) for all i, and such that st Qp 1, . . . v s, Qp 1 
generate L 1 Vx (the canonical map r f Vx z K j 60 I + r f. Vx, L j is inject.ive). In 
particular, the elements q (JJ) 0 I t . . . * s,(y) 99 1 generate L?, as an oy-module 
for aMyE Vx. 
If K_L denotes the submodule of K, generated by st@), . _ . , s,(y) over a,,, we 
thus have Kb @Da oY =: K, (r9d cr,,, so since uJJ is a faithfully flat extension of 
a,,* we have K[Y JKeP. This probes that st, . . , , sr generate K \ Vx, and hence K is 
lady of finite type, which was to be shown. 
For a compact manifold X, one would now naturally try to prove that the map 
pings 
are bijections. However, the recent result by Hubbard [ 141 implies that the first in- 
clusion will in general not be surjective. We shall prove in the following section that 
the cornpad mapping is a bijection, and in order to be able to state this purely in 
terms of the ring A(X), we close this action by the following remark: 
Rema& 32, Let R be a commutative ring with no Jacobson radical, and assume 
that R contains a fiddK such that for all maxin-,al ideals 111 ofK, I?/ IN is&iso 
morphic to 9c;‘. We claim that the ringed space Spec R induces a well-defined sttfuc- 
ture of ringed space on AC = Max(R), (.X, g), with the property that for an open set 
U of Spec R, one has T’ (U, Spec R) = r (V n X, &. Since the open subspaces 
Spec Rf of Spec R, fE R, form a basis for the open sets on Spec R, it suffices to 
check tie identity for U = Spec Rf; and here it follows from the fact that Rp has 
no Jacobson radical either. The latter also proves that “R is a subsheaf of the sheaf 
of ail functions from X ‘to K. 
It is now clear that giving a I-cocycfe on Spec R with respect to GL,(spe~ R) 
ivafent with giving a I-cocyde on X with respect o GL,C&. Hence we have 
the following 
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Lemma 3.2. Let R, X, arui R” be defined as above. Then for all n, we have a canoni- 
cal bijectian 
HI (Spec R, GLn( SPCC R)) z H’ (X, GLn(Z)). 
This completes asomewhat incomplete statement and proof in [ 171. When X is 
a compact manifold, and R = A(X) (resp. A(X) (gi R C), the above lemma establishes 
a bijection between the isomorphism classes of finitely generated projective R- 
modules of rank n, and H,#, GL,( A)), where A = Ax (or the complexification). 
For general rings R, when the field K has a topology so that R” coincides with 
the sheaf of continuous (or “algebraic”) functions from X to K, then Lemma 3.2 
gives an algebraic haracterization ofK-vector bundles on X. As an application of 
this, one gets Swan’s theorem on topological vector bundles j20) and its generali- 
zation to differentiable bundles, mentioned above; and one also gets Serre’s char- 
acterization of algebraic vector bundles over an affine variety defined over an alge- 
braically closed field. These were the examples that Margaglio [ 17) had in mind. 
$4. Main results 
Thewmn 4.1. Let X be a mnpuct manifold. B’v C we denote the sheaf of real con- 
tinuous flrnctions on X (or the ~b~rrrlplexificatiolI/, and we put A = A(X) for the 
complexif&ation). Then, with notatiuns as in Lemma 3.2, we have a bijection 
f~ all n, where the first H 1 is taken with respect o the Zatiski top&gy, and the 
secopad one with respect o the real top&n!. 
Before we give the proof, we shall mention a few consequences. A trivial corol- 
lary is 
CotiCary 4.2. Let X be a compact manif~~ld, and denote the ring of global akebraic 
fiorctions on X by A. 77zen one has canonical isumo~hisms 
This corollary gives a better understanding of the strong analogy between the Gruthen- 
dieck group of a Noetherian ring R, K,(R), and the topologica! Grothendieck group 
of a finite CWcomplex r, KO( T) (or K(T)), where dim Max(R) = dim T. (Compare 
with Proposition . 2 2) Recalling that the category AR(m is filtering for any com- 
pact manifold X (cf. .%ction I), we get 
The corresponding corolfary for complex vector bundJes dso J~oIds with R( Y’) 
replaced by R( Y}CQC Evans has proved in (8, Th. 1 f that if C is a tapoJogicaJ 
ring such that the units in C form an open set, and if A C C is a dense subring, then 
the mapping K,(S .- t A) -+ K,(C) is a mononlorphism. where S = { u E A [ u is a 
unit in C}. (Evans’ proof implicitfy uses that Bass’ cancellation law (3, CoroIiary 
3.5. p. 184) ho& for c’, and this wift be the case in our application.) 
We apply Evans’ theorem to C = @fX, ?R) and S- t A = R( U, for some alebraic 
mcde1 Y of X (or the comJ lexif’ed rings); then A is the coordinate ring of some 
reaJ affine variety. and the S coincides with our S, as defined in Section 1. On the 
other hand it foltows from [ 1.3, no. 28, Th. 8.52) that KO(X) (resp K(X)) equals 
the fiJtering limit Lq AtR (X) &(R( 0) I resp. !&qssR txj A’,(R( v) @!+$I )- nm- 
bining this with CoroJJary 4.3, and the fact that M(X) and K(X) are finite& 
modufes [J,p. 133i.weget 
This applies in particuJar to tJre spheres SW and to ~1 projective space !P (the 
rational points of which are contained in an open effine subvariety}. A combina- 
tion of the resuJts of Evans IS], Ctaborn-Fosarm [“I), and F~SSUJ~ 191 shows that 
in case of the spheres, once may take the standard model for Y in Proposition 4.4. 
tt is not likely. however. that this is the case in general. so we bdieve that the above 
proposition is the appropriate generalization of the sphere costs, SW also Geramita- 
Roberts [ Wj for an adequate approach in case of projective spaces. 
fn course of tire proof of TJleorem 4.1 we sJuJJ need to SJIOW the following 
Propusition 4.5. wJzic:h we state here explkitly: Let E and E’ be two Nash vector 
bundles on X. both stemming from projective A(X)-modules (or A(X)##-moduies). 
Denote the set of continuous bundle rrtorphisrns from E to E’ by HomC(E, E’), and 
the Nash bundle morphisms by HomJ(E’, E’). Ct~osing Nerntitcan metrics on E and 
E’ we have. 
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Proposition 4.5. (Notcrtimts as abow. ) I-iom”( E, E’) is deme irt Hwnc( E. E'). 
Proof of ah~.~em 4.1. We may assume that X is a connected algebraic model, em- 
bedded in@!? First, we prove that 9 is surjective: It is well-known that there exists 
a classifying space G, for (topological) vector bundles on X of rank N, where G,t 
may be taken as a Grassmannian, and the univers4 bundle xn on G, is algebraic 
[ 2, p. W-291. One has a bijection [X, GM] z HifA’, 6X,( C)), where the brackets 
denote homotopy classes, and C is the sheaf of real or complex continuous func- 
tions on X. A vector bundle of rank n over X is thus the pull-back, via some con- 
tinuous mappingf : X 1, G,, of xm. When fis a Nash morphism. the pull-back 
f*(x,) is a Nash bundle on X (corresponding to a projective A!.-%)-module), Now, 
Lemma 3.1 (iii) applies. since (;n admits an algebraic embedding in some euclidean 
space; and this proves the surjectivity of $. 
The proof that 9 is inje,:tive will be based on Proposition 4.5 whose proof wiil 
be given further below. Let E and E’ be Nash vector bundles corrcspondi!ig to ele- 
nwts Q and e’ in H*(X, G&{x)) = H$V, G&(A)) such that dr) = de’). If 
f’: E -+ E’ is a topotogicai isomorphism, we may approximate it by a Nash bundle 
morphism g: E + E’. We have that tk E = rk E’ = rk f, and that g is a Nash bundle 
isomorphism if and only if rk g = rk E = rk E’; since ,I’ is compact. the latter is the 
case for g dose enough toj: so we have e = 4’. 
FinaIly$ the proof of Proposition 4.5: By hypothesis (see Lemma 3.2) we may 
choose Nash vector bundles F and I=’ such that E @ F is Nash isomorphic to 
XXRp,andE’*F’ is Nash isomorphic to X X ?IV. for some integers?) and cl. Let 
f: ii” + E’ be any continuous bundIe map. It may be extended by zero to a bundle 
mapxx3Rp “E’, and the problems of approximatingf‘or the extension are clear- 
ly equivalent. Thus, it is no restriction to assume that E= X XRP, which we shall 
do. 
Denote the canonical basis for the sections of F by sl. . . . , sp. A bundle mor- 
phism g : E -*E’ is uniquely determined by the images of the sections ~1, . . . , sp 
in I’ (X, E’), and g is a Nash morphism if and only if g(+) are Nash sections in 
E’,i= I,... , p. We set f (si) = ti and recall that the topology on HomC(E, E’) is 
defined in such a way that g E Horn”{&‘, h”) is close to f if and only if each&) 
approximates ti well, uniformly on X. 
Now the proof of Proposition 4.5 is reduced to proving: Any continuous e&n 
in .14;“, t : X 4 E’, Inay be arbitrarily well uniformly approximated by a Nash section 
T:X-*E’. 
E’ is a Nash subbundle ofX XWY, so it is a closed Nash submanifold of 
w** X Rq = &P+q (, Given a real number e 3 0 we ntay, by Weierstrass’ approxima- 
tion theorem, choose a polynomial mappinglRM -+Vz+Q whose restriction T’ to 
X verifies 11 &+-r’(x) 11 < E for all x E X (here Ii II denotes the norm onR”*‘?. 
For each X E X we have the map s : 8% m’9 -diW that sends(y* 5) onto (x, I), and 
since the fibre in E’ over x, E;, is a Iinear subspace of (x).X IR4, every paint in 
(x} X Rg has a unique nearest point in Ei. We denote the corresponding projection 
{x) X 824 -, E’; by qx. Now, define r : X --I, E’ by 
It is clear that 7 is a Nash section in E’, and we have 11 r(~)--.t(~) if Q 
17/x) - a,(r’(x)) 11 + 11 aJr’(x))--t(x) iI< 2 f f‘of all x E X. Since s > 0 was arbi- 
trary. thiscompletes the groof of Propositinn 4.5, and thus the proof af Theorem 
4.1, 
$5. Further remarks 
The proof of Theorem 4.1 remains valid when the left hand side is replaced by 
HtfX. GL,,( &)), where (I, is the sheaf af real analytic functions on X (or the 
complexifiation), since Cartan’s theorem A and B hold for Ox. Therefore, we 
have given an alternative proof to that given by Crauert [ t2). (However, out pruof 
does of course not cover the other aspects of Grauert’s theorem.) 
Atj we have mentionerj in Section 3, Hubbard’s exhibition of a non-embeddabte 
Nash line bundle L *erlR implies th;rt the restriction on the left hand side in Thecb 
rem 4.1 cannot be removed. This gives some support to our statement in Remark 
2. t that A(X). together with its structure as a direct filtering limit of algebraic 
rings, is the appropriate rutgebraic object ta consider. As we have shown, the cate. 
gory &I(X))fsee Section 3) gives a good description of the tapdogical vector 
bundles on X, and by Grtsthendieck’s dual construction one may associate to every 
finitely generated A(Qnlodule a space over X that - in smje sense - possesses 
a finite res&tion by vecttor bundles over X; more generally, all ca,nmutative algebra 
uverA(X) has a topufogical anatogue over X. 
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